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VISUAL ARTS COURSE
The Visual Arts course offers the study of a wide range of disciplines, encouraging stu-
dents to make connections between the various classes and explore new ideas to de-
velop a personal language.
The course is available only in the Intensive type and the minimum enrollment is 2 weeks.
The lessons are held every day from Monday to Friday, from 3 PM to 7 PM.
The student can customize the program of the course by choosing to attend some of the 
following classes:  

DRAWING: life drawing (model or still life, chiaroscuro, drawing with pencil, charcoal 
and pastels) or dynamic drawing classes (representation of the human figure starting 
from volumes and anatomy, chiaroscuro, perspective and space, comic drawing).

PAINTING: oil painting, ancient techniques (egg tempera and gold leaf), contemporary 
techniques (acrylic and mixed technique), watercolor.

SCULPTURE: clay sculpture or marble sculpture for those who have at least 4 we-
eks to devote to the study of this technique. 

FRESCO: study of materials, creation of the drawing that will then be transported to 
the surface to be painted, “giornata” painting.

POTTERY and CERAMIC: modeling of clay using a pottery wheel, creation of va-
ses, plates, mugs and other objects and decorative techniques.

MOSAIC: creation of images through the use of small glass and ceramic tiles.

Lessons are held in Italian and/or English and Spanish.
At the end of the course students will receive a Certificate of Participation (Diploma).
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Number of 
weeks

INTENSIVE COURSE
20 hours per week

Art materials are not included in 
the course fees. 

Students will be given a list of sup-
plies to buy in a specialized store 
near the school, where they can 
find a wide variety of high quality 
art materials at discounted prices. 
Some basic materials can be pro-
vided by the school.

2 700 €

3 1000 €

4 1120 €

5 1320 €

6 1490 €

7 17600 €

8 2040 €

9 2245 €

10 2440 €

PRiCES

FASHION DESIGN: from figurine drawing to the creation of a collection.

PRINTMAKING: Aquatint, Etching and Drypoint. The course is the only one held in the 
morning from 9 AM to 1 PM.

ART HISTORY: the Art from Giotto to the present day. The course is held in English only.


